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INTRODUCTION
For a continuous left R-module M with endomorphism ring S s
 .End M, it is known that S s SrJ S is a von Neumann regular leftR
 . w xcontinuous ring, where J S is the Jacobson radical of S 2, Theorem 3.11 .
 .Dually, one might expect that for a discrete left R-module M, S s SrJ S
would be a von Neumann regular left discrete ring. But, while S is indeed
w xvon Neumann regular in this case 2, Theorem 5.4 , it is rarely a left
discrete ring. In fact, S is left discrete if and only if S is semisimple if and
w xonly if M is a finite direct sum of hollow modules 2, p. 83 . It therefore
came as a modest surprise to discover that S is a left continuous ring
 .whenever M is a discrete left R-module Theorem 2.3 . This observation is
the principal result of this paper and the source of its title. The key step in
proving this is in first demonstrating a powerful decomposition property;
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namely, that every direct decomposition of a left ideal of S gives rise to a
 .direct decomposition of M Proposition 2.2 .
Continuous modules abstract several of the properties of quasi-injective
modules. When M is a quasi-injective R-module, it has long been known
w xthat S is a left self-injective ring 3; 2, Theorem 3.10 . An essential
ingredient in proving the self-injectivity of S in this case is the fact that
every R-module M is ``complemented'' in the sense that for every pair of
submodules N and N9 of M with N l N9 s 0, there exists a submodule
 4L = N9 maximal with respect to N l L s 0 . The dual concept to quasi-
injectivity is quasi-projectivity, but not every quasi-projective module M is
``supplemented'' in the sense that for every pair of submodules N and N9
of M with N q N9 s M, there exists a submodule L : N9 minimal with
respect to N q L s M. Since a quasi-projective module is supplemented
w xif and only if it is discrete 2, Proposition 4.39 , S is a von Neumann regu-
lar left continuous ring when M is a quasi-projective supplemented R-
module. However, as far as we can tell, it is not known whether S must be
left self-injective whenever M is quasi-projective and supplemented. If, in
addition, the radical of M is small in M, or R is a commutative noetherian
 .ring, then S is left self-injective Theorems 2.4 and 2.7 . Since the radical
of a projective supplemented module is always a small submodule, this
shows in particular that S is left self-injective when M is projective and
 .supplemented Corollary 2.5 .
w xWe rely heavily on the valuable monograph by Mohamed and Muller 2È
for terminology and the basic theory of continuous and discrete modules.1
1. PRELIMINARIES
In what follows, R is a ring with an identity element and M is a unitary
left R-module with endomorphism ring S s End M. R-homomorphismsR
are written as right operators. We write N F M to indicate that N is a
submodule of M; N < M means that N is a small submodule of M; and
essN F M means that N is an essential submodule of M. Always S s
 .  .SrJ S , where J S denotes the Jacobson radical of S.
1 Note Added in Proof. After reviewing a preprint of this paper, Saad Mohamed and Bruno
Muller have pointed out that the endomorphism ring of any discrete module, modulo itsÈ
radical, is a direct product of full linear rings, thus answering in the affirmative the question
posed above, for a larger class of modules than was suspected. This provides complete insight
into why ``discrete implies continuous.'' The key points are to recognize, first, that a discrete
 w x.module is a ``Harada module'' i.e., satisfies 2, Theorem 2.25 ; and, second, that an
w xunpublished manuscript of F. Kasch ``Moduln mit LE-Zerlegung and Harada-Moduln'' ,
dating from the early 1980s, contains a proof that the endomorphism ring of a Harada
module, modulo its radical, is a direct product of full linear rings.
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We review some basic definitions.
A module M is called supplemented if for every pair of submodules N
and N9 of M with N q N9 s M, there exists a submodule L : N9
minimal with respect to N q L s M.
 4A family M ¬ i g I of submodules of M is called an independent familyi
 4of submodules of M if  M is a direct sum. When M ¬ i g I is anig I i i
independent family of submodules of M,  M is called a local sum-ig I i
mand of M if  M is a summand of M for every finite subset F : I.ig F i
A module H is called hollow if every proper submodule of H is small;
H is local if H is hollow and Rad H < H; H is non-local if H is hollow
 .and Rad H s H. Here Rad H denotes the radical of H.
Consider the following conditions on a module M.
 .C For e¨ery A F M, there exists a decomposition M [ M such1 1 2
that A F M and A q M Fess M.1 2
 .C If A F M is such that A is isomorphic to a direct summand of M,2
then A is a direct summand of M.
 .  .A module M is called continuous if it satisfies both C and C .1 2
 .  .Dually, M is discrete if it satisfies D and D .1 2
 .D For e¨ery A F M, there exists a decomposition M s M [ M1 1 2
such that M F A and A l M < M.1 2
 .D If A F M is such that MrA is isomorphic to a direct summand of2
M, then A is a direct summand of M.
It is easy to see that direct summands of discrete modules are discrete.
The following additional properties of a discrete module M are needed for
what follows, and may be used without explicit mention.
 .  .  4  .1.1 J S s s g S ¬ Ms < M ; S s SrJ S is a ¨on Neumann regu-
lar ring; any family of orthogonal idempotents of S can be lifted to a family of
w xorthogonal idempotents of S 2, Lemma 5.3, Theorem 5.4, Corollary 5.9 .
 . w1.2 Local summands of M are direct summands of M 2, Corollary
x4.13 .
 .  .1.3 If for direct summands M i g I of M, M s  M andi ig I i
wM l  M < M for e¨ery i g I, then  M is a direct sum 2, Lemmai j/ i j ig I i
x4.27 .
 .1.4 M has a decomposition, unique up to isomorphism, M s H [ K,
wwhere Rad H < H, HrRad H is semisimple, and Rad K s K 2, Corollary
x4.18 .
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2. MAIN RESULTS
We begin with an elementary observation and the key proposition.
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that K < M, L F M, f 2 s f g S, and Lf < M.
 .Then Mf q K l L < M.
 .  .Proof. Mf q K l L : K 1 y f q Lf < M.
2PROPOSITION 2.2. Let M be a discrete module. If Se ¬ e s e g S,i i i
4  4i g I is an independent family of left ideals of S, then Me ¬ i g I is ani
independent family of submodules of M and  Me is a direct summandig I i
of M.
 .Proof. In view of 1.2 , we may assume without loss of generality that I
 4 nis finite, say I s 1, 2, . . . , n and we need to show that  Me is a directis1 i
sum and is a direct summand of M. Since S is a von Neumann regular ring
2 n .and idempotents lift modulo J S , there exists f s f g S with  Se sis1 i
n  .Sf. Then S s  Se q S 1 y f is a direct sum and, if we chooseis1 i
2 nq1e s e g S with e s 1 y f , it now suffices to show that  Me snq1 nq1 nq1 is1 i
nq1  4M and is a direct sum. Write 1 s  f , where f , . . . , f is ais1 i 1 nq1
family of orthogonal idempotents in S and Sf s Se for each i s 1, . . . ,i i
 .  4n q 1. From 1.1 , we can assume that f , . . . , f is a family of orthogo-1 nq1
nal idempotents in S. For each i s 1, . . . , n q 1, write f s s e for somei i i
nq1  . nq1  nq1 .s g S. Then 1 y  s e g J S and  Me q M 1 y  s e s M,i is1 i i is1 i is1 i i
from which it follows that nq1 Me s M. To see that this sum is direct,is1 i
write each e s t f for some t g S. Then, for each i s 1, . . . , n q 1,i i i i
  ..   ..Me l  Me : Mf qM e y t f l  Mf q M e y t f , andi j/ i j i i i i j/ i j j j j
 .we will be done by 1.3 if we can show that this last intersection is small in
 .   ..M. Set K s M e y t f and L s  Mf q M e y t f . Then K < Mi i i j/ i j j j j
 .  .and Lf s  M e y t f f < M because each M e y t f < M.i j/ i j j j i j j j
 .Hence, by Lemma 2.1, Mf q K l L < M, which is what we wanted toi
show.
THEOREM 2.3. If M is a discrete module then S is a left continuous ring.
Proof. Since S is a von Neumann regular ring, which automatically
 .  .satisfies C , it suffices to show that C holds in S.2 1
Let a left ideal A : S be given. By Zorn's lemma, there exists a direct
ess 2sum  [ Se F A with each e s e g S. Since S is a nonsingularig I i i i
ring, in which essential closures are unique, it suffices to show that
ess 2 [ Se F Se for some e s e g S.ig I i
From the preceding proposition, we know that  Me is a direct sumig I i
2and that Me s Me for some e s e g S. Hence  [ Se : Se,ig I ig Ii i
essand the proof will be completed if we can show that  [ Se F Se.ig I i
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If this is not the case, then we may choose 0 / e2 s e g S with0 0
 . [ Se [ Se : Se. Apply the proposition once again to getig I i 0
 . 2 Me [ Me s Me for some e s e g S. Then Me s Me [ Me sig I i 0 1 1 1 1 0
 .  .Me q M e e y e and M e e y e < Me because e e s e . It follows0 0 0 0 1 0 0
that Me s Me, and so Me s 0, a contradiction which establishes the1 0
theorem.
We now turn to the case of quasi-projective modules, which are discrete
precisely when they are supplemented see the proof of Proposition 4.39 in
w x.2 . It remains an open question whether S is left self-injective for all such
modules. This is the case when Rad M is small in M, as we now show.
While we present a proof that dualizes the quasi-injective case, this result
 .can also be proved from the decomposition given in 1.4 .
THEOREM 2.4. If M is a quasi-projecti¨ e supplemented R-module with
Rad M < M, then S is a left self-injecti¨ e ring.
Proof. Let f : B ª S be any S-homomorphism with B a left ideal of S.
By Baer's criterion, it suffices to show that there exists s g S with
 .x f s xs, for all x g B. Since S is von Neumann regular, we may assume
without loss of generality that there exists e2 s e g S such thati i
 .B s  [ Se . For each i g I, choose s g S with s s e f. So weig I i i i i
need to show that there exists s g S such that for every i g I, s s e s or,i i
 .equivalently, that M e s y s < M.i i
 .Set K s  M e s y s . Then K : Rad M so, by hypothesis, K < M.ig I i i i
 .From Proposition 2.2, M s  [ Me [ L for some L F M. Let p :ig I i
M ª MrK be the natural quotient homomorphism, and define l: M ª
 .  .MrK by me l s ms q K for any m g M and i g I, and L l s 0. l isi i
 .well defined because each M e s y s F K. Since M is quasi-projective,i i i
 .there exists s g S with sp s l. For any m g M and i g I, me sp si
 .  .me l, so me s q K s ms q K or m e s y s g K. Since m g M wasi i i i i
 .arbitrary, M e s y s F K < M, completing the proof.i i
COROLLARY 2.5. Let M be a projecti¨ e supplemented module. Then S is
left self-injecti¨ e.
Proof. In such a module, it is always the case that Rad M < M.
The next observation shows that the self-injectivity of S depends on the
case of a module with no maximal submodules.
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let M be a quasi-projecti¨ e supplemented module, and
choose a decomposition M s H [ K, where Rad H < H, HrRad H is
semisimple, and Rad K s K. Then S is left self-injecti¨ e if and only if
 .S s S rJ S is left self-injecti¨ e, where S s End K.K K K K R
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that S equals its
matrix representation
S Hom H , K .H RS s , /Hom K , H S .R K
acting as right operators on the decomposition M s H [ K, where S sH
 .End H. Since Rad K s K, Kf : Rad H < H for any f g Hom K, H ,R R
and so Kf < M. From this it follows that
0 0
: J S . .Hom K , H 0 / .R
  . 4Next, set A s g g Hom H, K ¬ Hg < K . We claim thatR
J S A .HJ S s . .  /Hom K , H J S .  .R K
Set
J S A .HB s . /Hom K , H J S .  .R K
f g f g f g .  .  . .  .  .For any g B, M s H [ K s Hf q Kh [ Hg q Kk <h k h k h k
 .M. So B : J S , and it is straightforward to check the reverse inclusion.
Now
S Hom H , K rA .H RS ( , /0 SK
so S contains a nilpotent ideal corresponding to
0 Hom H , K rA .R . /0 0
 .  .Since J S s 0, it follows that Hom H, K s A and S ( S = S . SinceR H K
S is left self-injective by Theorem 2.4, the proof is completed.H
Finally, we turn to the case of a quasi-projective supplemented module
M over a commutative noetherian ring R, a ring for which the structure of
a discrete module has been completely determined by Mohamed and
w xMuller 1 . We first restrict our attention to a quasi-projective supple-È
mented R-module K with Rad K s K. From Theorem 4.15, Proposition
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w x5.10, and Theorem 5.15 of 2 , we know that K s  [K , wherea g A a
 .each K is a finite direct sum of non-local modules and Hom K , K s 0a R a b
whenever a / b in A. From this it follows that S (  S , whereK a g A a
S s End K and S s End K for each a g A. Since each K is a finiteK R a R a a
 .direct sum of hollow modules, each S s S rJ S is semisimple. Hencea a a
 .  .S s S rJ S (  S rJ S s  S , proving that S is leftK K K ag A a a ag A a K
self-injective. Combining this with Proposition 2.6 gives our final result.
THEOREM 2.7. Let R be a commutati¨ e noetherian ring, and let M be a
quasi-projecti¨ e supplemented R-module. Then S is a left self-injecti¨ e ring.
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